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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the transmission
completion time minimization problem in a two-user additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) broadcast channel, where the
transmitter is able to harvest energy from the nature. The
harvested energy is modeled to arrive at the transmitters
randomly. In this paper, under a deterministic system setting,
we assume that the energy harvesting times and harvested
energy amounts are known before the transmission starts. The
transmitter has a fixed number of packets to be delivered to
each receiver. Our goal is to minimize the time by which all
of the packets for both users are delivered to their respective
destinations. To this end, we optimize the transmit powers and
transmission rates intended for both users. We first analyze
the structural properties of the optimal transmission policy.
We prove that the optimal total transmit power has the same
structure as the optimal single-user transmit power [1], [2]. We
also prove that there exists a cut-off power level for the stronger
user. If the optimal total transmit power is lower than this level,
all transmit power is allocated to the stronger user, and when
the optimal total transmit power is larger than this level, all
transmit power above this level is allocated to the weaker user.
Based on these structural properties of the optimal policy, we
propose an algorithm that yields the globally optimal off-line
scheduling policy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider a wireless communication network where
users are able to harvest energy from the nature. Such energy
harvesting capabilities make sustainable and environmentally
friendly deployment of wireless communication networks
possible. While energy-efficient scheduling policies have
been well-investigated in traditional battery powered (unrechargeable) systems [3]–[6], energy-efficient scheduling in
energy harvesting networks with nodes that have rechargeable
batteries has only recently been considered [1], [2]. References [1], [2] consider a single-user communication system
with an energy harvesting transmitter, and develop a packet
scheduling scheme that minimizes the time by which all of
the packets are delivered to the receiver.
In this paper, we consider a multi-user extension of
the work in [1], [2]. In particular, we consider a wireless
broadcast channel with an energy harvesting transmitter. As
shown in Fig. 1, we consider a broadcast channel with one
transmitter and two receivers, where the transmitter node has
three queues. The data queues store the data arrivals intended
for the individual receivers, while the energy queue stores the
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energy harvested from the environment. Our objective is to
adaptively change the transmission rates that go to both users
according to the instantaneous data and energy queue sizes,
such that the transmission completion time is minimized.
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An energy harvesting two-user broadcast channel.

In this paper, we focus on finding the optimum off-line
schedule, by assuming that the energy arrival profile at the
transmitter is known ahead of time in an off-line manner.
We assume that there are a total of B1 bits that need to be
delivered to receiver 1 and B2 bits that need to be delivered
to receiver 2, at the transmitter. As shown in Fig 2, energy
arrives (is harvested) at points in time marked with ◦; in
particular, Ek denotes the amount of energy harvested at
time sk . Our goal is to develop a method of transmission
to minimize the time, T , by which all of the data packets are
delivered to their respective receivers.
The optimal packet scheduling problem in a single-user
energy harvesting communication system is investigated in
[1], [2]. In [1], [2], we prove that the optimal scheduling
policy has a “majorization” structure, in that, the transmit
power is kept constant between energy harvests, the sequence
of transmit powers increases monotonically, and only changes
at some of the energy harvesting instances; when the transmit
power changes, the energy constraint is tight, i.e., the total
consumed energy equals the total harvested energy. In [1],
[2], we develop an algorithm to obtain the optimal off-line
scheduling policy based on these properties. Reference [7]
extends [1], [2] to the case where rechargeable batteries have
finite sizes. We extend [1], [2] in [8] for a fading channel and
develop online algorithms.
References [7], [8] investigate two related problems. The
first problem is to maximize the throughput (number of bits
transmitted) with a given deadline constraint, and the second
problem is to minimize the transmission completion time
with a given number of bits to transmit. These two problems
are “dual” to each other in the sense that, with a given energy
arrival profile, if the maximum number of bits that can be sent
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transmit strategy depends on whether P1 is smaller or larger
than Pc , which, at this point, is unknown. Therefore, we have
two cases to consider. If Pc is smaller than P1 , then the
stronger user will always have a constant, Pc , portion of the
total transmit power. This reduces the problem to a singleuser problem for the second user, together with a fixed-point
equation in a single variable (Pc ) to be solved to ensure that
the transmissions to both users end at the same time. On the
other hand, if Pc is larger than P1 , this means that all of
P1 must be spent to transmit to the first user. In this case,
the number of bits delivered to the first user in this time
duration can be subtracted from the total number of bits to
be delivered to the first user, and the problem can be started
anew with the updated number of bits (B1 , B2 ) after the
first epoch. Therefore, in both cases, the broadcast channel
problem is essentially reduced to single-user problems, and
the approach in [1], [2] is utilized recursively to solve the
overall problem.
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Fig. 2. System model. (B1 , B2 ) bits to be transmitted to users are available
at the transmitter at the beginning. Energies arrive (are harvested) at points
denoted by ◦. T denotes the transmission completion time by which all of
the bits are delivered to their respective destinations.

by a deadline is B ∗ in the first problem, then the minimum
time to transmit B ∗ bits in the second problem must be the
deadline in the first problem, and the optimal transmission
policies for these two problems must be identical. In this
paper, we will follow this “dual problems” approach. We
will first attack and solve the first problem to determine
the structural properties of the optimal solution. We will
then utilize these structural properties to develop an iterative
algorithm for the second problem. Our iterative approach has
the goal of reducing the two-user broadcast problem into a
single-user problem as much as possible, and utilizing the
single-user solution in [1], [2]. The second problem is also
studied independently in [9] where an iterative solution is
proposed that considers local sub-problems with only two
energy arrivals at a time.
We first analyze the structural properties of the optimal
policy for the first problem where our goal is to maximize
the number of bits delivered to both users under a given
deadline constraint. To that end, we first determine the
maximum departure region with a given deadline constraint
T . The maximum departure region is defined as the set of all
(B1 , B2 ) that can be transmitted to users reliably with a given
deadline. In order to do that, we consider the problem of maximizing μ1 B1 + μ2 B2 under the energy causality constraints
for the transmitter, for all μ1 , μ2 ≥ 0. Varying μ1 , μ2 traces
the boundary of the maximum departure region. We prove
that the optimal total transmit power policy is independent
of the values of μ1 , μ2 , and it has the same “majorization”
structure as the single-user non-fading solution. As for the
way of splitting the total transmit power between the two
users, we prove that there exists a cut-off power level for the
stronger user, i.e., only the power above this cut-off power
level is allocated to the weaker user.
We then consider the second problem, where our goal is to
minimize the time, T , by which a given (B1 , B2 ) number of
bits are delivered to their intended receivers. As discussed,
since the second problem is “dual” to the first problem, the
optimal transmission policy in this problem has the same
structural properties as in the first problem. Therefore, in
the second problem as well, there exists a cut-off power
level. The problem then becomes that of finding an optimal
cut-off power such that the transmission times for both
users become identical and minimized. With these optimal
structural properties, we develop an iterative algorithm that
finds the optimal schedule efficiently. In particular, we first
use the fact that the optimum transmit power has the same
structural properties as the single-user problem, to obtain the
first optimal total power, P1 . Then, given the fact that there
exists a cut-off power level, Pc , for the first user, the optimal

II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The system model is as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
transmitter has an energy queue and two data queues (Fig. 1).
The physical layer is modeled as an AWGN broadcast
channel, where the received signals at the two receivers are
Y1 = X + Z1

(1)

Y2 = X + Z2

(2)

where X is the transmit signal, and Z1 is a Gaussian noise
with zero-mean and unit-variance, and Z2 is a Gaussian
noise with zero-mean and variance σ 2 , where σ 2 > 1.
Therefore, the second user is the degraded (weaker) user
in our broadcast channel. Assuming that the transmitter
transmits with power P , the capacity region for this two-user
AWGN broadcast channel is [10]
1
(3)
r1 ≤ log2 (1 + αP )
2


1
(1 − α)P
r2 ≤ log2 1 +
(4)
2
αP + σ 2
where α is the fraction of power spent for the message
transmitted to the first user.
Working on the boundary of the capacity region, we have
P = 22(r1 +r2 ) + (σ 2 − 1)22r2 − σ 2
 g(r1 , r2 )

(5)
(6)

As shown in Fig. 1, the transmitter has B1 bits to transmit
to the first user, and B2 bits to transmit to the second user.
Energy is harvested at times sk with amounts Ek . Our goal
is to develop a transmission policy that minimizes the time,
T , by which all of the bits are delivered to their intended
receivers. The transmitter adapts its transmit power and the
portions of the total transmit power used to transmit signals
to the two users according to the available energy level and
the remaining number of bits. The energy consumed must
satisfy the causality constraints, i.e., at any given time, the
total amount of energy consumed up to time t must be less
2
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than or equal to the total amount of energy harvested up to
time t.
Before we proceed to give a formal definition of the
optimization problem and propose the solution, we start
with the “dual” problem of this transmission completion
time minimization problem, i.e, instead of trying to find the
minimal T , we aim to identify the maximum number of
bits the transmitter can deliver to both users by any fixed
time T . As we will observe in the next section, solving the
“dual” problem enables us to identify the optimal structural
properties for both problems, and these properties eventually
help us reduce the original problem into simple scenarios,
which can be solved efficiently.
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Fig. 3. Rates (r1n , r2n ) and corresponding durations ln with a given
deadline T .

Since D(T ) is a strictly convex region, its boundary can be
characterized by solving the following optimization problem
for all μ1 , μ2 ≥ 0,
max
r1 ,r2

III. C HARACTERIZING D(T ): L ARGEST (B1 , B2 ) R EGION
FOR A G IVEN T

s.t.

μ1

N


r1n ln + μ2

n=1
j


N


r2n ln
n=1
j−1


g(r1n , r2n )ln ≤

n=1

En ,

0 < j ≤ N (7)

n=0

where r1 and r2 denote the rate sequences r1n and r2n
for users 1 and 2, respectively. The problem in (7) is a
convex optimization problem with convex cost function and
linear constraints, therefore, the unique global solution should
satisfy the extended KKT conditions. Based on these KKT
optimality conditions, we can prove an important property of
the optimal policy.

In this section, our goal is to characterize the maximum
departure region for a given deadline T . We define it in the
following way.
Definition 1 For any fixed transmission duration T , the
maximum departure region, denoted as D(T ), is the union of
(B1 , B2 ) under any feasible
 rate allocation policy over duration [0, T ), i.e., D(T ) = r1 (t),r2 (t) (B1 , B2 )(r1 (t), r2 (t)),
t
subject to the energy constraint 0 g(r1 , r2 )(τ )dτ ≤

i:si <t Ei .

Lemma 3 The optimal total transmit power of the transmitter is independent of the value of μ1 , μ2 , and it is the same
as the single-user optimal transmit power. Specifically,
 i−1
j=in−1 Ej
(8)
in = arg min
in−1 <i≤N
si − sin−1
in −1
j=in−1 Ej
(9)
Pn =
sin − sin−1

We call any policy optimal if it achieves the boundary of
D(T ). In the single-user scenario in [1], we first examined
the structural properties of the optimal policy. Based on these
properties, we developed an algorithm to find the optimal
scheduling policy. In this broadcast scenario, we will first
analyze the structural properties of the optimal policy, and
then obtain the optimal solution based on these structural
properties. The following lemma which was proved for a
single-user problem in [1], [2] was also proved for the
broadcast problem in [9].

i.e., at t = sin , Pn switches to Pn+1 .
Since the power can be obtained directly irrespective of the
values of μ1 , μ2 , the optimization problem in (7) is separable
over each duration [sn−1 , sn ). Specifically, for 0 < n ≤ N ,
the local optimization becomes

Lemma 1 Under the optimal policy, the transmission rate
remains constant between energy harvests, i.e., the rate only
potentially changes at an energy harvesting epoch.

max

r1n ,r2n

s.t.

μ1 r1n + μ2 r2n
g(r1n , r2n ) ≤ Pn

Let us define a constant power level as

+
μ1 (σ 2 − 1)
Pc =
−1
μ2 − μ1

Due to space limitations, the proof of this, and all upcoming
lemmas, will be omitted here, and can be found in [11].
Therefore, in the following, we only consider policies
where the rates are constant between any two consecutive
energy arrivals. We denote the rates that go to both users as
(r1n , r2n ) over the duration [sn−1 , sn ).

(10)

(11)

Based on the solution of the local optimization problem (10),
we establish another important property of the optimal policy
as follows.

Lemma 2 D(T ) is a convex region.

Lemma 4 For fixed μ1 , μ2 , under the optimal power policy,
there exists a constant cut-off power level, Pc , for the first
user. If the total power level is below this cut-off power level,
then, all the power is allocated to the first user; if the power
level is higher than this level, then, all the power above this
cut-off level is allocated to the second user.

In order to simplify the notation, in this section, for any
given T , we assume that there are N −1 energy arrival epochs
(excluding t = 0) over (0, T ). We denote the last energy
arrival epoch before T as sN −1 , and sN = T , with ln =
sn − sn−1 for n ≤ N , as shown in Fig. 3.
3

by T or (B1 , B2 ) is strictly inside D(T ) and hence (B1 , B2 )
can be achieved by T  < T . Therefore, if (B1 , B2 ) does not
lie on the boundary of D(T ), then T cannot be the minimum
transmission completion time.

Combining Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we illustrate the
structure of the optimal policy in Fig. 4.
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Lemma 5 When B1 , B2 = 0, under the optimal policy, the
transmissions to both users must be finished at the same time.

(B1 , B2 )
P

For fixed (B1 , B2 ), let us denote the transmission completion time for the first and second user, by T1 , T2 , respectively.
We note that T1 and T2 depend on the selection of the
cut-off power level, Pc . In particular, T1 is monotonically
decreasing in Pc , and T2 is monotonically increasing in Pc .
Based on Lemma 5, the problem of optimal selection of Pc ,
can be viewed as solving a fixed point equation. In particular,
Pc must be chosen such that, the resulting T1 equals T2 .
Therefore, we propose the following algorithm to solve the
transmission completion time, T , minimization problem. Our
basic idea is to try to identify the cut-off power level Pc in
an efficient way.
Since the power allocation is similar to the single-user case
(c.f. Lemma 3), our approach to find T will be similar to the
method in [1], [2]. First, we aim to identify P1 , the first total
transmit power starting from t = 0 in the system. This is
exactly the same as identification of P1 in the corresponding
single-user problem. For this, as in [1], [2], we treat the
energy arrivals as if they have arrived at time t = 0, and
obtain a lower bound for the transmission completion time
as in [1], [2]. In order to do that, first, we compute the amount
of energy required to finish (B1 , B2 ) by s1 . This is equal to
g Bs11 , Bs12 s1 , denoted as A1 . Then, we compare A1 with
E0 . If E0 is greater than A1 , this implies that the transmitter
can finish the transmission before s1 with E0 , and future
energy arrivals are not needed. In this case, the minimum
transmission completion time is the solution of


B1 B2
,
g
(13)
T = E0
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Fig. 4. Optimally splitting total power between the signals that go to the
two users.

Based on Lemma 3, we observe that for fixed T , μ1 and
μ2 , the optimal power allocation is unique, i.e., does not
depend on μ1 and μ2 . However, the way the total power
is split between the two users depends on μ1 , μ2 . In fact,
the cut-off power level Pc varies depending on the value of
μ2 /μ1 . Therefore, for different values of μ2 /μ1 , the optimal
policy achieves different boundary points on the maximum
departure region, and varying the value of μ2 /μ1 traces the
boundary of this region.
In this section, we characterized the maximum departure
region for any given time T . We proved that the optimal
total transmit power is the same as in the single-user case,
and there exists a cut-off power for splitting the total transmit power to both users. In the next section, we will use
these structural properties to solve the original transmission
completion minimization problem.
IV. M INIMIZING THE T RANSMISSION C OMPLETION T IME
T FOR A G IVEN (B1 , B2 )
In this section, our goal is to minimize the transmission
completion time of both users for a given (B1 , B2 ). The
optimization problem can be formulated as
min

r1 ,r2

s.t.

T
j


g(r1n , r2n )ln ≤

n=1
N (T )



n=1

j−1


En ,

If A1 is greater than E0 , this implies that the final transmission completion time is greater than s1 , and some of
the future energy arrivals must be utilized to complete the
transmission. We calculate the amount of energy required to
finish (B1 , B2 ) by s2 , s3 , . . . , and denote
2them asA3 2 , A3 ,
. . . , and compare these with E0 + E1 , j=0 Ej , j=0 Ej ,
i−1
. . . , until the first Ai that becomes smaller than j=0 Ej . We
denote the corresponding time index as ĩ1 . Then, we assume
ĩ1 −1
Ei to transmit (B1 , B2 ) at a constant
that we can use i=0
rate. And, the corresponding transmission completion time is
the solution of the following equation


ĩ
1 −1
B1 B2
,
Ei
(14)
g
T =
T T
i=0

0 < j ≤ N (T )

n=1
N (T )

r1n ln = B1 ,



r1n ln = B2

(12)

n=1

where N (T ) − 1 is the number of energy arrival epochs
(excluding t = 0) over (0, T ), and lN (T ) = T − sN (T )−1 .
Since N (T ) depends on T , the optimization problem in (12)
is not a convex optimization problem in general. Therefore,
we cannot solve it using standard convex optimization tools.
We first note that this is exactly the “dual” problem of
maximizing the departure region for fixed T . They are “dual”
in the sense that, if the minimal transmission completion time
for (B1 , B2 ) is T , then (B1 , B2 ) must lie on the boundary of
D(T ), and the transmission policy should be exactly the same
for some (μ1 , μ2 ). This is based on the fact that D(T ) ⊂
D(T  ) for any T < T  . Assume (B1 , B2 ) does not lie on the
boundary of D(T ). Then, either (B1 , B2 ) cannot be achieved

We denote the solution to this equation as T̃ , and the
corresponding power as P̃1 . From our analysis, we know that
the solution to this equation is the minimum possible transmission completion time we can achieve. Then, we check
4

whether this constant power P̃1 is feasible, when the actual
energy arrival times are imposed. If it is feasible, it gives us
the minimal transmission completion time; otherwise, we get
P1 by selecting the minimal slope according to (9). That is to
say, we draw all of the lines from t = 0 to the corner points
of the energy arrival instances before T , and choose the line
with the smallest slope. We denote si1 as the corresponding
duration associated with P1 . This is shown in Fig. 5.
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for Pc in (16) is unique. Since T1 is a decreasing function
B1
of Pc and D2 f (P
, Pc is a decreasing function of Pc , we
c)
can use the bisection method on Pc to solve (16). In this case,
B1
.
the minimum transmission completion time is T = f (P
c)
If D2 (T1 , Pc ) is larger than B2 , that implies T2 < T1 , and
we need to increase the power allocated for the first user to
make T1 = T2 , i.e., Pc > P1 . Therefore, from Lemma 4,
over the duration [0, si1 ), the optimal policy is to allocate
the entire P1 to the first user only. We allocate P1 to the first
user, calculate the number of bits departed for the first user,
and remove them from B1 . This simply reduces the problem
to that of transmitting (B1 , B2 ) bits starting at time t = si1 ,
where B1 = B1 − f (P1 )si1 . The process is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Then, the minimum transmission completion time is
K
B1 − k=1 f (Pk )(sik − sik−1 )
(17)
T = siK +
f (Pc )
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where K is the number of recursions needed to get Pc .

Determining the optimal total power level of the first epoch.

E0

Once P1 is selected, we know that it is the optimal total
transmit power in our broadcast channel problem. Next,
we need to divide this total power between the signals
transmitted to the two users. Based on Lemma 4, if the cutoff power level Pc is higher than P1 , then, the transmitter
spends all P1 for the stronger user; otherwise, the first user
finishes its transmission with a constant power Pc .
We will first determine whether Pc lies in [0, P1 ] or it
is higher than P1 . Assume Pc = P1 . The transmission
completion time for the first user is
B1
T1 =
f (P1 )
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(15)
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Search for the cutoff power level Pc iteratively.

In both scenarios, we reduce the problem into a simple
form and obtain the global optimal policy.

where f (P ) = 12 log(1+P ). Once Pc is fixed, we can obtain
the minimum transmission completion time for the second
user, T2 , by subtracting the energy consumed for the first
user, and treating P1 as a constant interference for the second
user. If T1 = T2 , this value is the minimum transmission
completion time. To find the minimum transmission completion time recursively, we calculate the maximum number of
bits departed from the second user by the deadline T1 and
denote it as D2 (T1 , Pc ). We have


N (T1 )
 1
Pn∗ − Pc
log 1 +
D2 (T1 , Pc ) =
(sin − sin−1 )
2
Pc + σ 2
i=1
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where P1∗ , P2∗ , . . . , PN∗ (T1 ) is the optimal power allocation by
the fixed deadline T1 . Note that P1∗ = P1 .
If D2 (T1 , Pc ) is smaller than B2 , it implies that T1 < T2 ,
and we need to decrease the rate for the first user to make
T1 and T2 equal. This also implies from Lemma 4 that Pc <
P1 . In particular, Pc is the unique solution of the following
equation.


B1
B2 = D2
, Pc
(16)
f (Pc )
B1
, Pc is a continuous, strictly
It can be shown that D2 f (P
c)
monotonically decreasing function of Pc , hence the solution
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